This article presents a new method of reconstructing actors' political positions from coded political texts. It is based on a model that combines a dynamic perspective on actors' political positions with a probabilistic account of how these positions are translated into emphases of policy topics in political texts. In the article it is shown how model parameters can be estimated based on a maximum marginal likelihood principle and how political actors' positions can be reconstructed using empirical Bayes tech niques. For this purpose, a Monte Carlo Expectation Maximization algorithm is used that employs inde pendent sample techniques with automatic Monte Carlo sample size adjustment. An example application is given by estimating a model of an economic policy space and a noneconomic policy space based on the data from the Comparative Manifesto Project. Parties' positions in policy spaces reconstructed using these models are made publicly available for download.
Introduction
The study of spatial models of party competition and voting has made progress in the past decades from a purely formal exercise (e.g., McKelvey 1979; Enelow and Hinich 1984, 1990 ) to a subject of empirical investigation (e.g., Ezrow 2007; Adams and Merrill 2009) , thanks to the availability of coded political texts, especially due to the availability of coded electoral platforms compiled and published by the Comparative Manifesto Project (CMP) (Budge, Robertson, and Hearl 1987; Budge et al. 2001; Klingemann et al. 2006; Volkens et al. 2010) .
Data sets based on coded political texts generally consist of percentages or frequency counts of words, sentences, or quasi-sentences. Often, these frequency counts refer to broader coding categories that are assumed to have a particular political meaning, as in the case of the CMP data set, whereas in other cases the counts refer to words (Laver, Benoit, and Garry 2003; Slapin and Proksch 2008) . When such data sets are used, it is generally assumed that the frequency of occurrences of particular words or broader categories of sentences are indicators of political actors' positions, because the actors presumably express their positions by using certain words more often or refer to certain political topics more often than others. But it is often overlooked-and this applies especially to studies that make use of the now popular left-right index constructed by the CMP scholars-that positions in a political space are conceptually different from frequency counts of words or references to political topics. A similar conceptual difference exists and has been acknowledged in the field of cognitive testing (McDonald 1999) or in the field of reconstructing legislators' ideal points from their votes recorded in a roll call (Poole and Rosenthal 1985; Martin and Quinn 2002; Clinton, Jackman, and Rivers 2004) . The main implication of this conceptual difference is that positions in a political space cannot just be identified with a linear function (Budge, Robertson, and Hearl 1987; Budge et al. 2001; Klingemann et al. 2006; Volkens et al. 2010) , and not even with a nonlinear function (Lowe et al. 2011) , of the frequency counts or percentages of words or political categories in a text, just as a linear or nonlinear function of votes in a roll call cannot just be identified with the legislators' ideal points themselves.
The existence of the conceptual differences between frequency counts (which function as indicators) and actors' positions (which play the role of values of a latent variable) calls for a measurement model that is able to bridge this gap. While it may happen that some linear or nonlinear functions of sums of counts are better indicators of actors' political positions than others, one needs such a measurement model in order to adjudicate between different indicators, in the same way as Item Response Theory (IRT) models are used to examine and assess the validity of cognitive tests (McDonald 1999) . 1 The present article proposes such a model. Yet, it not only specifies a relation between the positions of political actors and observed data in the form of frequency counts of categories used in coding political texts, but it also has a dynamic component. Such a dynamic component is especially useful if one has political texts by political actors from more than just a few points in time, e.g., from only a few elections. This dynamic component allows us not only to describe the long-term development of political positions, but also to make use of the temporal succession of political texts for the reconstruction of actors' positions, instead of reconstructing them at each point in time in isolation.
In addition to specifying a measurement model, this article also presents a method of estimating political positions motivated by it. It is further demonstrated how this estimation method can be applied to the CMP data or other bodies of coded political texts and how to test statistical hypotheses about the dynamics of parties' political positions.
The article is organized as follows: the next section formulates the assumptions of the dynamic state-space model that this article proposes and discusses their motivation. From these assumptions, a method for the estimation of policy positions is derived in a further section. This method combines the estimation of model parameters using maximum marginal likelihood with the prediction of actors' positions using an empirical Bayes method, and employs recent techniques for the approximation of analytically intractable multidimensional integrals, which combine independent sample Monte Carlo methods with automatic adjustment of Monte Carlo sample sizes. These techniques, which are novel in political methodology, have the advantage over the widely used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods that the assessment of convergence and the determination of the appropriate sample side are much more straightforward. The model and method are then applied to data from the CMP (Budge et al. 2001; Klingemann et al. 2006; Volkens et al. 2010 ). This applied section not only presents example estimates, but also shows how the approach taken in this article can be made fruitful for the test of some substantive hypotheses about the evolution of parties' political standpoints. The article concludes with a discussion of its main findings and potential avenues of further research. This article is supplemented by (1) software to fit the dynamic state-space model and to obtain predictions about the positions of political actors, and by (2) data that result from the application of the methods proposed in this article to the reconstruction of positions of parties from Western Europe and the English-speaking world in the spaces of economic policies and social policies based on CMP data. Both the software and the reconstructed party positions are available for download at the Political Analysis dataverse (Elff 2012 ) and the author's Web site. In addition, a Supplementary Appendix is available on the Political Analysis Web site and the author's Web site, which gives further details about the methods proposed and employed in the article.
The Construction of the Dynamic State-space Model
The basic idea behind the model proposed here is similar to the one that motivates the Nominate approach (Poole and Rosenthal 1985) at reconstructing legislators' positions from roll call votes: while the Nominate approach rests on the assumption that legislators are more likely to vote in favor of or against a legislative proposal depending on the proximity of the legislative proposal and the status quo toward their own position in a political space, the model proposed here rests on the assumption that actors-parties or candidates-are more likely to talk about or mention favorably in their political texts-e.g., electoral platforms-those policies that are close to their own position.
The positions of the actors expressed in published political texts need not necessarily reflect their own preferences, but they do that only to the degree that the actors are sincere. Yet, even if actors are not sincere and use the expression of position merely to attract voters, a position expressed in a political text can at least be interpreted as the ideal point of the targeted group of voters. That is, even if an electoral platform is only an instrument to attract voters, as in the original Downsian interpretation, a party or candidate will be more likely to favorably mention certain policies the closer they are to the ideal point of the targeted group of voters, and will be less likely to mention them the more distant they are from that ideal point.
Policies can be conceived as belonging to particular policy fields, such as the fields of economic policies, of social policies, of foreign policies, etc. There may be some linkages between parties' or candidates' positions with respect to different policy fields created by their ideology, but this is an aspect relevant for the explanation of position-taking and should be held separate from the aspect of measuring these positions. It is therefore reasonable to assume that each policy has a location in just one of potentially several policy fields touched upon in a political text. Further, policies with regard to, e.g., free market versus state intervention or tax-and-spend versus austerity may happen to be ordered neatly on a single dimension, but there are no reasons a priori to expect that this will always be the case. At the measurement stage, the dimensionality of a policy space should rather be treated as an empirical matter in order to be able to check assumptions with regard to particular policy fields. These considerations motivate the following assumptions: As argued by Laver and Garry (2000) , Laver (2001) , and Benoit and Laver (2006) , the share of a political text devoted to a particular policy may not only reflect-as a "selective emphasis" (Budge and Farlie 1983) -the position that an actor takes in the respective policy field, but also its salience. Among other things, this salience may reflect the urgency of public problems pertinent to this policy field. For example, if economic problems are pressing during an electoral campaign, parties or candidates may devote more space in their electoral platforms to topics of economic policy, whatever their positions are within the economic policy field. That is, the number of words or sentences referring to a particular policy in a political text reflects both the position of an actor relative to this policy and the salience of the policy field to which this policy belongs. Since counts of words or sentences are always nonnegative, the conjunction of salience and of position-related selective emphasis is best expressed as a product. This is formalized by the following assumption: (1) assures that the expected value ðfÞ ijt will always be nonnegative. The assumptions so far introduced are fairly general and provide a nonlinear link between the positions of political actors and the frequency in which coding categories occur in a political text, if they can be interpreted as referring to policies. However, the assumptions do not yet allow us, due to their generality, to devise a particular method of reconstructing political positions from political texts. Therefore, another set of more technical assumptions is required, which are discussed in the following. In order to avoid a convoluted notation, the index f for the policy space will be dropped, because almost always only a single policy space is under consideration.
The first of the more technical assumptions concerns the function ðÞ in equation (1):
Assumption 5. The function ðÞ in equation (1) is a simple quadratic form of its vector argument, given by
This functional form is chosen for its simplicity: it is one of the simplest functions, such that exp ðjja i À b jt jjÞ À Á is a symmetric twice continuous differentiable function of a i and b jt that decreases with the distance jja i À b jt jj.
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Models of the Nominate lineage are already probabilistic and thus allow for errors in the vote decisions. In that context, the observations are binary and the appropriate probability model is that of a Bernoulli distribution. In a similar vein, the model proposed here has a probabilistic component to allow for actors being fallible in the production of their text and also allow for measurement error (Benoit, Mikhaylov, and Laver 2009) . Since the observations are frequency counts, an appropriate probability model is based on the Poisson family (Slapin and Proksch 2008; Benoit, Mikhaylov, and Laver 2009 ):
Assumption 6. The frequency count of tokens (words, sentences, or quasi-sentences) M ijt referring to policy i in the text created by actor j at time t has, conditional on the salience of the policy field and the position of the actor, a Poisson distribution with expectation parameter ijt given by equations (1) and (2).
It is well known that the sum of several Poisson-distributed random variables is itself Poisson distributed and that the distribution of these random variables conditional on their sum has a multinomial distribution. This relation between these distributions has been used to model contingency tables via Poisson models (Agresti 2002, 8f) ; while in the present context, the choice of a Poisson distribution allows to reconstruct positions within a policy field separately from its salience: conditional on their sum, the frequencies of references to policies belonging to a particular policy field follow a multinomial distribution with cell probabilities
That is, if one conditions on the total number of frequency counts referring to policy counts that belong to a policy field, one can use a multinomial likelihood to estimate the locations of the policies and the positions of the actors separate from the salience of the policy field. Figure 1 illustrates how the expectation of frequency counts of words or sentences referring to three policy categories is related to the position taken by a political actor in a one-dimensional policy space, where the policy space contains three policy objectives, and the total number of Position of actor j at time t
The relation between the positions of a political actor, the location of three policies, and their emphasis in the actor's political text, if the salience of the corresponding policy field is held constant. The total of the frequencies of the references to the policies in the policy field in question is denoted here by nJt, and the cell probabilities as given by equation (3) are denoted by rr 1 jr. rr'li" and rr 3 jr· sentences referring to the policy field is held constant (denoted here by n 11 ). The horizontal axis represents this one-dimensional policy space, where the three policy objectives with locations a 1 , «2, and «3 are represented by round dots on the horizontal axis.
The Assumptions 1 through 6 specify a link between political actors' positions and the frequency in which they refer to policies or policy categories in each of their political texts. They thus constitute a measurement model for the reconstruction of political positions from individual political texts. The absence of restrictions on the location parameters«; (other than some technical assumptions necessary to assure its identification) allows us to test, as an empirical hypothesis, the tacit assumption, underlying the construction of the CMP RiLe index (Budge et al. 2001 ; Klingemann et al. 2006 In addition to its measurement component, the model proposed in this article also contains a dynamic component, which serves two purposes, a substantial and more technical one. The substantial purpose rests on the idea that, unless parties or candidates run for an election for the first time, they do not create their position de novo, but take their position at the previous election as the point of departure, perhaps updating it in reaction to current events, in the light of experience in office or in opposition, or to react to their electoral fortunes in a preceding election (Kollman, Miller, and Page 1992a, 1992b) . Especially if parties can be expected to be responsible or if they try to retain a reputation about policy positions (Downs 1957; Alesina 1988; Hinich and Munger 1994) , their positions will not change too much over time. The second technical purpose is to take into account a potential autocorrelation between succeeding positions of the same political actor and to achieve a gain in the efficiency and precision in the reconstruction of political positions from exploiting the information contained in the fact that a sequence of political texts originates from a single political actor.
The first two assumptions used to specify the dynamic component are purely technical in nature:
Assumption 7. The positions of h 1 r. the political actors, have a common expectation E(h 11 ) = {J. Assumption 8. The deviation U fJ = hp -fJ of an political actor's position hfJ from the mean fJ at time t = 0, when for the first time a political text is available from the actor, has a normal distribution with zero mean and variance matrix "Eo, so one can write
Assumptions 7 and 8 assure that the distribution of a finite sequence of an actor's political positions has a finite mean and a finite variance, as long as positional changes have a finite variance. The common expectation b of the actors' positions can be interpreted as the "political center" of the policy space in question.
The next assumption describes the dynamics and is essentially the same as the assumption of Martin and Quinn (2002) about the evolution of legislators' ideal points:
Assumption 9. The positions of the political actors take the form of a VAR(1) vector autoregression. That is, conditional on the position at a previous time point t À 1, the deviation u tj ¼ b jt À b of the position b jt of a political actor j at time t from the mean of the positions has a normal distribution with mean !u jt 1 and variance matrix AE 1 , where u jt 1 ¼ b jt 1 À b and ! is a matrix of autoregression slopes. One can therefore write
The technical implications of Assumptions 7-9 will become clear in the following section on estimation. In the present context, however, it should be noted that these assumptions allow us to formalize various substantive hypotheses about the dynamics of political actors' positions. For example, if all elements of the autoregression matrix ! are zero, the positions of any actor will be just memory-less fluctuations around an overall mean b. If ! is an identity matrix, then the positions will be characterized as a nonstationary random walk, and if ! is diagonal with elements smaller than unity, the actors' positions will form a time series that is stationary relative to the actors' initial positions b j0 ¼ b þ u j0 . In particular, this will mean that actors will on average tend to take less extreme stances when they update their positions relative to a prior election.
Estimating Model Parameters and Predicting Political Positions
The latent state-space model of actors' political positions specified in the previous section treats positions as latent data and not as parameters. This has the crucial advantage that it avoids an incidental parameters problem. If the positions were parameters, then any new political text from which an actor's positions could be derived would create a new set of parameters. Treating the positions as latent data, however, means that they are reconstructed after the model parameters are estimated. This reconstruction takes the form of moments of the predictive distribution of the positions based on the estimated model.
Estimates of the model parameters are obtained by maximizing the marginal likelihood
which by construction does not depend on unobserved data, but only on the parameters and the observed frequency counts y j of coding categories. (y j is formed by "stacking" the vectors y j0 , . . . , y jT j , where y jt is the vector of observed frequency counts of the coding categories in the political text produced by actor j at time t and b j is analogously formed from the positions b jt .) The vector w in equation (6) 
Quite obviously, this predictive distribution has the form of a posterior distribution in the sense of Bayesian inference. However, since the parameters of the prior distribution are estimated from empirical data, this is an empirical Bayes posterior.
The marginal likelihood, the intermediate steps of the EM algorithm, and the posterior distribution of actors' positions involve integrals that do not have a closed-form solution. Therefore, these integrals can be computed only using methods of numeric approximation. Since standard quadrature methods are infeasible for the highly multidimensional integrals, a Monte Carlo method of approximation is used (Ripley 1987; Gentle 2003; Robert and Casella 2004) , which transforms the EM algorithm into a Monte Carlo EM (MCEM) algorithm (Wei and Tanner 1990 ). An efficient method to approximate the integral in the marginal likelihood and the steps of the MCEM algorithm are based on importance sampling (see, e.g., Robert and Casella 2004, 90ff, 174ff) : in a first step, R random vectors b
ÃðrÞ j (r ¼ 1, . . . , R) are generated from a proposal distribution with density f pro ðÞ. In the second step, the integral is approximated by the weighted mean:
Z fðy j jb j ; wÞfðb j ; wÞgðb j Þdb j % 1 R Caffo, Jank, and Jones (2005) , the proposal distribution used is a (shifted and rescaled) multivariate Student's distribution, which is derived from the second-order Taylor expansion of the integrand.
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While quite efficient, importance sampling is less useful for obtaining quantiles of the posterior distribution of actors' positions, because a Monte Carlo approximation of quantiles requires unweighted samples. Therefore, the posterior distribution of the actors' positions is approximated using samples based on an accept-reject method (Robert and Casella 2004, 41) . The difference between importance sampling and the accept-reject method is that random vectors b ÃðrÞ j generated from the proposal distribution are not weighted, but resampled with acceptance probability proportional to fðy j jb ÃðrÞ j ; b wÞfðb ÃðrÞ j ; b wÞ=f pro ðb ÃðrÞ j Þ. The accept-reject method is computationally more demanding than the importance-sampling method, which is why the latter is used in the iterations of the MCEM algorithm.
It should be noted that the Monte Carlo methods just mentioned, unlike MCMC methods (e.g., Martin and Quinn 2002; Clinton, Jackman, and Rivers 2004) , are based on mutually independent samples. A particular advantage of independent sampling is that Monte Carlo error can be assessed directly and the Monte Carlo sample size can be adapted to the precision required by the respective stages of the MCEM algorithm. Booth and Hobert (1999) and Caffo, Jank, and Jones (2005) derive methods for the automatic adjustment of the Monte Carlo sample sizes during the progression of MCEM iterations, to balance computational cost with precision. Thus, an MCEM algorithm can start with relatively small samples, the sizes of which will increase as the MCEM progresses further and requires a higher precision from the Monte Carlo approximation. The implementation of the MCEM algorithm for this article uses Caffo, Jank, and Jones's (2005) method of sample size adjustment. Details can be found in the Supplementary Appendix of this article.
The methods just described are implemented in R (R Development Core Team 2011) with some extensions in Cþþ with the help of the Rcpp (Eddelbuettel and Franc¸ois 2011) and RcppArmadillo (Francois, Eddelbuettel, and Bates 2011) packages. The software implementing these methods is available for download on the Political Analysis dataverse (Elff 2012 ) and on the author's Web site.
Reconstructing Positions of Political Parties Based on Data from the Manifesto Project
In the following, the model and the estimation methods described in the previous two section are applied to the reconstruction of positions taken by parties from contemporary democracies in the electoral platforms covered by the CMP (Budge et al. 2001; Klingemann et al. 2006; Volkens et al. 2010) . The CMP has been collecting, coding, and analyzing electoral platforms of political parties from most of the Western democracies, a collection that ranges from the most recent past back to the early post-World War II era, and for the United States even further back. As a result of their efforts, the CMP has contributed a data set that for each electoral platform contains, along with other information, the percentages of quasi-sentences that refer to each of the fiftysix broad policy categories, which the CMP refers to as "policy objectives."
4 In order to apply the estimation procedure described in the previous section, these percentages were transformed back into frequency counts, making use of the information in the CMP data set about the total number of quasi-sentences in each coded electoral platform. The categories used for the reconstruction of the space of economic policies are "Nationalization" (the corresponding variable in the CMP data set is Per413), "Controlled economy" (Per412), "Economic planning" (Per404), "Market regulation" (Per403), "Incentives" (Per402), "Economic orthodoxy" (Per414), and "Free enterprise" (Per405). Table 1 gives the estimates of the model parameters of the dynamic state-space model for the space of economic policies. The policy space is considered as one-dimensional, contrasting typical "laissez-faire" positions to "state-interventionist" positions on an economic left-right dimension. In order to assure the identification of the model, the coordinate values of the policy objectives along the economic left-right dimension are constrained to sum to zero. Since the expected value of the distribution of the political positions has an estimate different from zero, one should compare the locations of the policy categories with the mean of the distribution of the political positions exhibited in the political texts rather than in terms of the sign. A comparison of the locations of the policy objectives with the mean of the distribution of the positions is consistent with the notion that the objectives can be distinguished into "leftist" ones and "rightist" ones. The interventionist objectives "Nationalization," "Controlled economy," "Economic planning," and "Market regulation" are located at the left of the mean of the distribution of the political positions, whereas the more laissez faire-oriented objectives "Incentives," "Economic orthodoxy," and "Free enterprise" are located to the right of the mean of the political positions. On the other hand, in so far as the estimated locations of the policy categories vary in their "extremity," they undermine the notion that there is a clear-cut dichotomy between "leftist" and "rightist" policy objectives-a notion that forms the bases of many of the indices of ideological or policy positions (e.g., Laver and Garry 2000; Budge et al. 2001; Klingemann et al. 2006; Lowe et al. 2011) . In fact, a Wald test of the hypothesis that the three "leftist" objectives have essentially the same location leads to its rejection, as does a test of the hypothesis that the three "rightist" objectives have the same location (details of the test are reported in the Supplementary Appendix of this article).
The estimates presented in Table 1 also have implications for the dynamics of change in the positions of parties in the space of economic policy. The autoregression parameter is statistically different from zero and positive, which indicates that parties take their previous positions as points of departure when they choose a position on occasion of an election instead of choosing the position each time de novo. This supports the notion that parties avoid to completely abrogate past positions in order to retain their credibility (Downs 1957; Alesina 1988; Hinich and Munger 1994) . Further, the autoregression parameter is smaller than unity, which means that parties' updated positions are slightly closer to the center of the distribution of parties' position. This supports the notion that party competition is centripetal, even though parties change their positions only adaptively (Kollman, Miller, and Page 1992a, 1992b ).
The previous discussion shows that the model proposed in this article can be used as a measurement model to check the implicit notions behind some left-right indices used in the literature and to make general statements about the general pattern of party competition. But it can also be used to reconstruct the positions of political actors at specific points in time. As was explained in the previous section, this reconstruction is based on the posterior distribution (in an empirical Bayes sense) of the positions given the data contained in the coded political texts. This is illustrated with the example of positions of the Labour Party of the United Kingdom on occasion of the parliamentary elections of 1964 and 1997 in Fig. 2 . The means of the posterior distribution of its positions in 1964 and 1997 are indicated by the round dots on the horizontal axis. The shape of the posterior density of the position in 1964 and of the position in 1997 are each approximated by a kernel density estimate based on 5000 sample values from the posterior distribution, which is indicated by the solid curves in the diagram. The dark gray areas each represent approximately 95% of the posterior probability mass of one of the positions and are enclosed by the 2.5% and 97.5% sample quantiles of the simulated values. Each pair of quantiles thus encloses a 95% posterior credibility or prediction interval. To ease the interpretation, the diagram also shows the location of the seven policy objectives that belong to this political space. Figure 2 makes clear that the information the electoral platforms provide about the positions of the Labour Party of these two years is not perfect, and that the uncertainty about Labour's position in 1964 is higher than the uncertainty about their position in 1997. Nevertheless, the figure also underlines the distinctiveness of the two positions: the kernel density estimates hardly overlap. This nicely reflects the change that Labour's position underwent between 1964, when the level of class voting in Britain reached a peak (Heath et al. 1991; Weakliem and Heath 1999) , and 1997, after the party's rebranding into "New Labour" (Evans, Heath, and Payne 1999; Fielding 2003) .
A wider net is cast by Fig. 3 , which shows the development of the economic policy positions of major conservative and social democratic parties from six Western European countries, namely France, G ermany, the Netherlands, Sweden, Spain, and the United Kingdom. The lines shown in the panels of this figure connect the posterior means of the positions of each party at each election in the respective countries. The gray areas are prediction bands constructed from the 95% credibility intervals of the positions. As can be observed in Fig. 3 , the positions of conservative parties and of the social democratic parties converge towards each other in each of the six countries, a pattern that is consistent with an estimate of autoregression parameter that is sma!Jer than unity in Table I . The parties in each country obviously get more similar in terms of their positions on economic policy, consistent with arguments brought forward by Ellf (2009) that whatever decline in class voting that has occurred in Western European countries after 1975 can mostly be attributed to a decline in political divisions between the "workers' parties" of the traditional left and the "bourgeois parties" of the political center-right.
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If one compares the changes in the positions of the parties in Fig. 3 with their confidence bands, one may wonder if these changes are genuine policy shifts and if it is possible to test whether they are statistically significant. However, this question cannot be answered using classical methods of hypothesis testing, since the parties' positions are not parameters but unobserved data. Yet, it is possible to devise a criterion for the statistical significance of a position change based on its posterior distribution: if the probability that the difference between the position at t and the position at t -1 is larger than zero or smaller than zero with probability of at least 95% , one can declare this difference as significant. This criterion is satisfied if zero is either smaller than the 5% quantile of the posterior distribution of the difference or larger than the 95% quantile. Once a Monte Carlo approximation of the posterior distribution of the individual positions is available, the 5 ll should be noted that the apparent peculiar movemen t in the 2000s of the Swedish parties toward the leli also shows up if one uses, e. g., Lowe el al.'s (2011) "LogPianEco" index. For details, see the Supplementary Appendix of this article. 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 20 10 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 Election date The model of parties' positions in the space of economic policy discussed so far rests on a unidimensional conception. Yet, it is also possible to conceive of political spaces that contain more than one dimension. For example, Elff (2009) considers a space of noneconomic domestic policies that is two-dimensional, where the first dimension contrasts liberal to a uthoritarian positions and the second dimension contrasts positions favoring moral permissiveness to positions emphasizing traditional morals or ways of life. The policy objectives that belong to the political space so conceived are "D emocracy" (Per202), "Freedom and human rights" (Per201), " Law and order" (Per605), and "National way of life (positive)" (Per601) (i.e., positive references to the typical way of life of the majority nationality or ethnicity in a country), 6 "Traditional morality (positive)" (Per603), and "Traditional mora. bty (negative)" (Per604) (i.e., references to policies that favor secular or nontraditional lifestyles, such as divorce and abortion). Table 2 shows the parameter estimates of the locations of these policy objectives in the political space under consideration, as well as estimates of parameters that describe the distribution of parties' position in this political space. In order to make the model identified and to allow for an interpretation of the coordinates of the policy objectives and positions in terms of an authoritarian-liberal and a traditionalistpermissive dimension, some of the coordinate values of the objectives are fixed at zero. These fixed values are not presented in the table.
The estimates of the location parameter suggest that there is a clear distinction between the "authoritarian" objectives "National way of bfe (positive)" and "Law and order" on the one hand, and "Democracy" and "Freedom and human rights" on the other hand; and that there is also a clear distinction between the objectives "Traditional morality (positive)" and "Traditional morality (negative) ." With respect to the distribution of parties' positions in this political space, one finds, similar to Table 1 , a considerable autocorrelation in the positions of the parties along the two axes, and the variance of parties' initial positions is considerably larger than the variance of changes in parties' positions. While there is a clear positive covariance in the parties' initial positions along the two dimensions, parties' movements along the two dimensions are almost independent: the autoregression of positions along the authoritarian-liberal axis on positions along the traditionalist-permissive axis is close to zero, as is the converse autoregression of positions on the traditionalist-permissive axis on positions along the authoritarian-liberal axis. Further, the covariance of the innovations in the positions along the two axes is also close to zero. The autocorrelation of the positions along the two axes is nevertheless sufficiently different from unity that there is a tendency of convergence in the parties' positions in this political space.
The reconstruction of parties' political positions based on coded political texts can of course only be as good as the categories used in coding them. Indeed, the coding categories have been occasionally criticized as not very well capturing what is really going on in parties' electoral platforms (Laver and Garry 2000) . Improved coding schemes and procedures may thus enhance the precision and reliability of political positions reconstructed using the method proposed in this article or any other method. Nevertheless, the applications discussed in this section demonstrate how the dynamic state-space model can be used to test theoretically motivated hypotheses and to come to substantially interesting conclusions about the dynamics of parties' political positions. 
Discussion
The present article proposes a dynamic state-space model of political texts, which combines a measurement component with a dynamic component. The measurement component provides a linkage between positions in a policy space taken by political actors, such as parties or candidates, with observable data in the form of frequency counts of categories in coded political texts, especially of references to policies or broader policy categories in electoral platforms. At the same time, it provides a way to separate the salience of policy areas from actors' positions within these areas. The dynamic component of the model allows us to describe in terms of a finite set of parameters how actors' positions evolve over time. The article further shows how the parameters of the model can be estimated based on the maximum likelihood principle, which enables the use of likelihood-based inference for the empirical assessment of hypotheses about the dynamics of party competition. It also demonstrates how the positions of political actors at particular points in time can be reconstructed from their empirical Bayes posterior distribution and how the uncertainty about this reconstruction can be assessed.
The application of the model to data from the CMP leads to both methodological and substantive conclusions: first, the political objectives as they form the core of the coding scheme of the CMP cannot be simply categorized into homogeneous blocks of "leftist" or "rightist" objectives. Instead, policy objectives vary in the "extremity" of their locations in a policy space. Second, the evolution of parties' positions shows a general tendency of convergence; yet, the positions that parties take in their electoral platforms are not independent from positions taken on earlier occasions. Third, there is evidence that, in terms of noneconomic domestic policy, one should distinguish between an authoritarian-liberal and a traditionalist-permissive dimension.
The dynamic state-space model of coded political texts addresses issues that arise after political texts have been segmented into syntactic or semantic tokens and after these tokens have been grouped into categories. That is, issues such as the appropriate construction of coding categories (Laver and Garry 2000) or the reliability of the segmentation of political texts into tokens and the classification of tokens into categories (Benoit, Mikhaylov, and Laver 2009; Mikhaylov, Laver, and Benoit 2012) remain. This situation is similar to the one in psychological testing. IRT can be used to formalize the relation between indicators and psychological concepts they are supposed to measure, and to check the quality of these indicators using the toolbox of likelihood-based inference (McDonald 1999 ; for a recent example in political science, see Stegmueller 2011) . But the construction or choice of test items is a task that requires substantive psychological knowledge and experience. Similarly, the model proposed in this article can contribute to the assessment of coding procedures of political texts as well as to the use of coded political texts for answering substantive research questions. Yet, the model neither makes considerations about the validity and reliability of coding procedures redundant nor is made redundant by the solution of problems pertaining to such procedures.
The dynamic component of the proposed model can be brought to its full potential only if a sufficiently large number of coded political texts is available. So far, the CMP (Budge, Robertson, and Hearl 1987; Budge et al. 2001; Klingemann et al. 2006; Volkens et al. 2010 ) is the only source of such data available so far. This is why the model proposed here is applied to the CMP data. But, this does not mean that the CMP data are the only data set to which it can be applied. The model can be easily adapted to more limited data sets. If only a cross-section of coded texts is available, the parameters relevant for the dynamic component of the model cannot be estimated. Yet, if the number of texts in this cross-section is large enough, one can still estimate the variance parameter matrix D 0 and obtain the posterior mean prediction of an appropriately simplified posterior distribution. If the number of texts is too small to allow for the estimation of D 0 , one may prefer to treat the actors' positions b j as parameters and, instead of integrating them out for the construction of the marginal likelihood, estimate them directly by maximum likelihood. If the number of categories is very large, or if tokens are not coded into categories, but are used "as is," one may consider treating the locations of the tokens or categories as latent data and to consider a maximum marginal likelihood approach where these locations are integrated out. That is, the estimation techniques discussed in this article have a wider potential use than only for the dynamic state-space model proposed.
